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The BEST "Start to Prep" publication out there!I cannot recommend this reserve more than enough! Arthur
Bradley is usually a high notch, easy-to-read, easy-to-understand reserve on being prepared. Numerous
certifications in electromagnetics has resulted in his being considered to be a world expert on this issue of
EMP preparedness. This publication could be called something similar to a "Prepping for Dummies" book,
but it doesn't give plenty of credit to this book. Even though it can be an introductory/intermediate level
prepping reserve, it goes method beyond THE FUNDAMENTALS of beans, bandaids, etc..However, now
there is enough in the reserve about self-defense and firearms. What I really love about this book is that the
author covers so many things that are more than just the essentials.. Our behavior during the worst of times
is certainly what separates us from wildlife. But, then some points occurred and I was still left with empty
cupboards, freezer, and refrigerator. Dr. Bradley knows you will ultimately ask therefore he answers
questions, gives tips and tricks, links and even more to really help you to get ready for just about any
situation. The wide quantity of topics he covers from radios, to medical, EMPs, to CERT teaching, and so a
lot more is vast and deep great deal of thought is only a small 252-page paperback reserve. (physically small
is size as well so that it will transport easily also). The "Prepper's Instruction Manual: 50 Steps to Prepare for
any Disaster" by Dr. My only minor complaint... would be nice if there is some sort of index in the back so
you could more easily find a certain tool or technique fast again, but that is clearly a very minor point.
Excellent, Practical, and Dr. remember your PETS! items you havn't even thought of yet to also ask! I had
constantly acquired a well stocked pantry. You’ll also figure out how to: collect character’s water, assess
threats, cook with out a stove, setup a waterless toilet, safeguard against radiation, maintain warm, and
several other abilities covered in the 50 actions to prepare for just about any disaster. Combine that with a
pal that is clearly a prepper and I felt it was time to be more mindful about my well being.I love the short,
well crafted chapters with a practical disaster situation, solutions, lists, photos and a location for notes. This
format helps me never to become overwhelmed. The lists that are included have become good and above
your basic prepper lists. It really is Greek to me but that's not the author's fault.Being prepared is so much
more than having a stocked pantry.s.The most effective way for me to not fear (or deny) the possibility of a
disaster is to be prepared. The Prepper’s INSTRUCTIONS contains an abundance of understanding
selflessly shared by Arthur T. Just as Great as his first book!! I began with Bradley's Handbook to practical
disaster preparedness for the family 2nd addition. The main emphasis is on understanding of what to do
before the events actually occur and preparation materially and psychologically before hand. I still don't
have it back yet as the set of friends who want to borrow it are Very long!! Another in a long line of
awesome books by Dr. It provides new items, is user-friendly and is also very in-depth without making you
feel overloaded with info. If survival can be done for some folks we will have to live with how exactly we
behaved while the bad instances existed.. even CERT training and a lot more. My biggest problem is
understanding, for example, how my solar powered generator will attach to a 12V electric battery and what
it can operate and for how very long. For me the two books go hand and hand together. When you make
your packs, believe once your eliminated from your home nothing will be still left when you return you then
will have packed the really most important gear in your life. I've read a lot of these sort of books, I find then
interesting and some very informative. These are great reference books, not really much zombie episodes
and doomsday prepping, which are fine to.first pack your irreplaceable items like photo albums, special
momento's etc, as the rest you can buy once again. It's funny how people laugh sometimes about being so
ready, until they need something you have that's! Which includes happened surprisingly often, whether due
to devoid of drinking water with them or equipment or a decent medical kit. I had a hard time putting this
book down. It's such a great lead, I'm using it to over haul my kits. Just remember the tv interviews with
individuals who lost everything after a tragedy... These books will certainly get you considering if watching
the news headlines has not. I'd also add the Urban survival guide by David Morris as it can help you with
maps and methods for getting out of the city if required. p. This book reduces 50 measures that I can manage



and prioritize as Personally i think necessary, and as I've the money. Bradley Gives Good Scenarios As a
female living basically alone (I've a renter), I have not wanted to cope with this issue.! Dr.Happy reading.
Strong buy Bright af 50 step instructions review What a great reserve... Bradley, PhD. Best book of it's type
I've read so far. Sensible information to help you through most significant emergency situations and possibly
for the future.In case you have never considered the possibilities of your life changing drastically in just a
matter of moments this bookis a real eye-opener. In case you are a hardened "prepper" you may not get as
much out of the book because you may have read 8 additional prepper books currently. Still there are factors
in this book that I have not seen in other books like networking with others, bartering and approaching any
poor situation with the attitude of cooperation rather than "it's every guy / group for themselves". This
reserve is broken into 50 actions that may get on the street to preparedness. Great publication very in-depth
for both fresh preppers and experienced alike. Dr. Bradley's philosophy on "Preparedness" having to become
motivated by love and concern rather than fear and paranoia functions for me. It really is good as standard
preparedness goes I guess I wanted something for the finish of times. That can be done fundamental
prepping to start or go all out and become totally prepared.. A great book that is both thorough A great book
that's both thorough, but universally applicable to any home.! Bradley's various other books (and YouTube
vids) that I have seen have been spot on, well researched, and practical. He parody's the stupid hollywood
zombiefication of disaster preparedness rather than buying involved with it. Arthur T. Most of us have to
bear in mind the moral consequences no matter who lives or dies when something like the unthinkable
happens. It's more than simply go handbag, roadside, and medical kits lists, it addresses a whole lot of topics
such as for example Faraday cages, establishing a network, disaster resources, radiation &. Three Stars
Mostly rehash of authors previous books Wrong knots Bowling, sheet bend, clove hitch, timber hitch and
taught line hitch are the top knot for the listed applications. Otherwise an excellent read Are You Prepared
For The Next Disaster? You may be sure you are by reading the Prepper’s Instruction Manual by Arthur T.
Significantly, are you prepared for the most severe that may happen? Bradley, PhD. In just 50 guidelines,
Dr. Bradley will help you become prepared for virtually any type of disaster. Suddenly I felt vulnerable.
Without this book, I wouldn't really know the place to start.you'll really like this book. I've suggested his
books to numerous of my friends! Writing from personal encounters, Dr. Could save yer butt. Bradley will
describe how exactly to prepare for a multitude of disasters, including earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes,
floods, house fires, large snowstorms, electromagnetic pulse episodes, and solar storms. This book is
inexpensive, yet covers a vast amount of information related to general preparedness. His interests include
shooting, fighting techinques, travel, and writing. Five Stars Great place to start!. As for this book, it is
Great! Arthur T Bradley. He also addresses generators, food caches, water purifiers, knot tying, and firearms
among a great many other survival skills. Charlie
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